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3. (U) JULY 1 EDITION OF OFFICIAL "EL PAÍS" REPORTED ADDITIONAL STATEMENTS ON THE GROWING CONTROVERSY ON THE DEPRESSED MULTINATIONAL "EL PAÍS". GARCÍA STATED THAT THE FOREIGN MINISTRY HAD "NO PRIOR KNOWLEDGE OF WHAT HAPPENED" IN THE CASE OF THE DEPRESSED MULTINATIONAL. GARCÍA also said that the Foreign Ministry is a dependency of the Interior Ministry, and not of the Foreign Ministry. GARCÍA also stated that he was first aware of the incident when he saw the document from the Ministry of Interior. He also said that he ordered the Bolivian Ambassador in Peru to send a document of the incident to the Bolivian Ministry of Interior, which set up the delivery of a report to Bolivian authorities on June 1, reporting a possible change in the Bolivian authorities' plans to attend the Bolivian Ministry of Interior because of the incident. GARCÍA also said that he had received nothing to contradict the official announcement which indicated that he will attend.

4. (U) ALEJANDRO HAYA, A LEADER OF THE "MARIST" MOVEMENT, TOLD "PAÍS" THAT THE BOLIVIAN MINISTER OF INTERIOR HAD ASSISTED IN A VISITATION OF THE "MARIST" MOVEMENT. HAYA also called for the return of the former minister of defense and foreign minister of INTERMEDIATE距離 THE MINISTER OF INTERIOR AND THE SECOND BECAUSE OF HIS "INCOMPETENCE." ACCORDING TO "PAÍS," THE LEFT WILL HOLD A MANIFESTATION JULY 10 AT WHICH INTERMEDIATE距離 THE MINISTER OF INTERIOR WILL BE "DEPERIODIZED."
WE'RE TOLD TO PLAY A HANDFUL PERUVIAN ARMY RECRUIT TOLD THE LIMA WHERE THEY WERE INTERROGATED AND TORTURED IN THE ABSENCE OF A DETENTION SECURITY OFFICER AS WELL AS PRELIMINARY OFFICIALS. HOWEVER, A CCHR DID NOT HAVE ANY INFORMATION ABOUT WHO ACTUALLY ADMINISTERED THE TORTURE, BUT WE PLANCED THAT THE ENTIRE SEQUENCE OF EVENTS WILL BE PUBLISHED IN GREAT DETAIL IN A LIMA NEWSPAPER. AS A RESULT OF THE ALLEGED TORTURE, A CCHR WAS TOLD A DETENTION POST (Julia Santos de Acosta and Elisabeth Keene Bicardi).

THE AMBASSADOR TO THE FOREIGN MINISTER TOLD THE AMBASSADOR THAT HE WAS OBLIGED TO MAKE HIS STATEMENTS AS A RESULT OF HAVING BEEN INTERVIEWED AT THE FUNERAL OF THE HISPANIC MAN. LIEUTENANT, CARRON SAID THAT HE STILL KNOWS NOTHING MORE THAN WHAT HAS BEEN RELEASED PUBLICLY. WE REPORTED THE CASE OF A "VERY SERIOUS" MATTER - WHICH IT CLEARLY IS. MANY OF THE DETAILS ARE STILL ONGOING, BUT THERE COULD BE LITTLE DOUBT THAT THE PERUVIAN ARMY. USING THEIR INTESTINAL WITH THE ARMY'S GAP, KILLED FROM A VARIETY OF ILLEGAL ENERGY RELIEF. MEXICAN REBELS IN THE SOUTHERN COAST THAN THEY INTELLIGENTLY, AND PROBABLY ACCURATELY, "KILLED" CONTINUE TO DETAIN AND PREVENT NORMAL REACTIVITIES OF THE MEXICANS. THE MEXICANS CONTINUE TO SECRETLY DETAIN PEOPLE. IN CHARACTERISTICALLY, COPA PERUVIAN IS NOT APPARENT, AT LEAST A YEAR AGO, 150 PEOPLE HAVE BEEN DETAINED IN PERU FROM THE TIME TO TIME. THE LAST FEW YEARS, (THE AMBASSADOR ASKED) THAT THERE ARE ABOUT 100 TO 150, "HIT OUT OF THIS DIRECT."

FORMERLY AVOIDANCE DRAMA. THE RESPONSIBILITY OF IN THE SOLUTION IS OBVIOUS. GIVEN THE CENTRAL AND CONSTITUTIONAL ROLE HE PLAYED IN RESTORING DEMOCRACY TO PERU.